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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a method for detecting syllabic nu-
clei from English utterances on a frame-by-frame basis
using bandpass-filtered acoustic energy measurements. No
knowledge of the utterance's phonetic composition is used.
In the training phase, phones in English utterances read by
a female speaker were assigned rank-ordered sonority val-
ues. These sonority values were predicted using multiple
linear regression where the predictor variables were
bandpass-filtered acoustic energy values at the phone's
central region. Results show that (1) syllabic nuclei are
identified at over 60 percent accuracy, and (2) speech rate,
defined as syllabic nuclei per unit time, is estimated at
over 80 percent accuracy.

1  MOTIVATION

This paper describes an analysis method for detecting syl-
labic nuclei from English utterances on a frame-by-frame
basis using bandpass-filtered acoustic energy measure-
ments.  No knowledge of the utterance's phonetic compo-
sition is used; we need not know the word sequence or
where the speech starts or ends. The number of syllabic
nuclei per unit time can be used as a measure of speech
rate. Fluctuations in speech rate can be identified by se-
lecting an appropriate width for a sliding time window.

Although our experimental corpus consists of speech from
one speaker, our method is theoretically independent of
the individual speaker, gender, or language, and is easily
implemented.

Automatically identifying nuclei might improve automatic
tagging of speech corpora, for instance when developing
concatenative speech synthesis systems. Estimating speech
rate may improve interactive spoken language systems by
choosing acoustic or language models appropriate to the
user's speech rate. Detecting nuclei or estimating speech
easuring speech rate
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SONORITY

ity is an auditory phonetic term describing the over-
dness of a sound relative to others of the same pitch,
 and duration [1].  Each phone is said to have its
ent sonority, which is constant for and within each
 regardless of context. A set of phones rank-ordered
ordance to their sonority values is called a sonority
or a sonority hierarchy.  The more sonorous the ele-
 the larger its sonority value.  Sonority values of con-
d phones exhibit local maxima known as sonority
, which correspond to the syllable's nucleus. Sonor-
ovides a phonetic-phonological interface of impor-
 in metrical phonology, whose sonority sequencing
alization reflects the language-universal observation
ach syllable has a single sonority peak, and elements
er side of the peak have successively lower sonority
s. Which phones have the highest sonority values
ds on the language (specifically its phone set), but it
erally agreed that vowels are most sonorous. Blevins
ses a universal sonority scale that categorizes phones
ding to distinctive features such as consonantal, low
l, high vowel, sonorant, nasal, continuant, and voiced
nherent sonority values of each phone in the target
age can be derived from rule.

otion of sonority in this paper relates to what could
ively be called instantaneous sonority, or more pre-
 continually-variable frame-by-frame sonority, such
ontinuous changes of sonority over time can be ob-
d. While sonority in the traditional sense is an index
 to a phone based on the latter's identity, our version
ority is derived from the acoustic characteristics of
eech signal without knowing the phone sequence.
emainder of the paper describes the algorithm and
ts results.



2  EXPERIMENT

2.1  SPEECH CORPUS

A nonprofessional female native speaker of American En-
glish read 472 sentences selected from a large body of
newspaper text using greedy algorithms and standard meth-
ods [3][4] designed to optimally cover the following fac-
tors: (1) vowel identity, (2) word stress (primary stress,
secondary stress and unstressed words were distinguished),
(3) sentence accent, (4) distance to adjacent word bound-
aries, (5) distance to adjacent minor phrase boundaries (i.e.,
comma-separated phrases), and (6) distance to adjacent
major phrase boundaries (i.e., utterances). These features,
phones and their time boundaries were hand-labeled by
three trained personnel. There are 5940 words and 8838
syllabic nuclei in the corpus (mean 13.6 words and 18.7
nuclei per utterance). Total speech duration is 3106 sec-
onds (mean 6.6 seconds per utterance). Examples of sen-
tences include "If you feel wronged, speak up," and "All
communications between our company and Freetown have
been cut and it is very difficult."

Each utterance was bandpass-filtered into 5 bands (100-
300, 300-800, 800-2500, 2500-3500, and 3500-7000 Hz).
The passbands approximate spectral information and effi-
ciently locate boundaries between different phone classes
[5]. For example, voiced fricatives tend to concentrate
energy in band 5, while nasals tend to have less energy in
bands 3 and 4. While more detailed spectral analysis will
undoubtedly improve performance, reduced computational
complexity is desirable in small-footprint applications such
as handheld devices.

RMS power was measured for every millisecond (1 ms
per frame). These values are referred to as power1, power2,
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phone sonority mean count example
index duration

oU 10 105.74 552 “boat”

ei 9 137.82 395 “bay”

i: 8 113.62 866 “beet”

w 7 74.78 489 “went”

m 6 72.76 635 “me”

v 5 57.64 459 “vine”

f 4 94.39 476 “fine”

b 3 11.45 458 “ban”

t 2 39.14 1513 “tan”

pau 1 595.70 1759 pause

tc 1 37.68 1408 [t] closure

Table 1. Phone label, sonority index, mean duration, num-
ber of occurrences in corpus, and pronunciation key. This
is a partial list of phones appearing in the corpus.
or each phone, power measurements for the center
 the phone's duration were averaged using gaussian
ts having a standard deviation of 1/12 of the phone's
on (i.e., the gaussian window was 4 standard devia-
wide). These values are referred to as phone-center
r measurements.

 1 shows a partial list of phones and their sonority
s. Each phone has exactly one sonority index regard-
f its context. A sonority index can, and does, have
than one phone associated with it. The indices corre-
 to Blevins' universal scale with the exception of
e closures and pauses, which were considered si-

 and given the lowest sonority index.

MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION

-center power measurements for bands 1 through 5
used as predictor variables in multiple linear regres-
MLR) analyses to estimate sonority:

s wp wi i

i

= + 0 (1)

s:sonority, w:weights, p:power, w
0
:offset, i: band

r measurements for all bands were combined because
LR R2 statistic and the R2 statistic adjusted for de-
f freedom (R2*) increased in pairwise comparisons
itional predictor variables were added (e.g., R2* was
 for power 1, 2, 3, 5 compared to power 1, 3, 5, which
n was larger compared to power 1, 3).

ssumptions were made for convenience: (1) that ad-
t sonority ranks are equidistant and on a continuous
 although hand-labeled sonority values are in rank
 and discrete, and (2) that phone-center power mea-
ents contain representative information of that phone.
e objective of this study is to estimate sonority on a
-by-frame basis with knowledge of neither the
's identity nor its duration, phone duration is not used
predictor variable. F0 was not used due to its
ability.  (Previous results showed that F0 is an effec-
redictor variable when highly reliable measurements
ed [6]).

 weights were obtained using 373 of the 472 utter-
. The remaining 99 utterances were used for testing.
e 1 shows a scatter plot of hand-labeled vs. estimated
ity values for the 99 training utterances.

IDENTIFYING SONORITY PEAKS

 in the estimated frame-by-frame sonority were de-
 in three steps:

otonic smoothing.  Removes high-frequency periodic
mponents while preserving step changes. Based on



isotonic regression [7]. The increasing isotonic regres-
sion of a sequence of numbers x

1
, x

2
, ... x

n
 is defined as

the unique sequence of numbers y
1
, y

2
, ... y

n
 having the

property y
k
 <= y

k+1
 and where the sum of squared dif-

ferences between the x's and y's is minimized.  As de-
scribed in [8], we find the increasing and decreasing
isotonic regressions in a window of length w centered
at time t, choose the better-fitting isotonic regression,
and adopt the smoothed value s

t
 . The estimated sonor-

ity is smoothed for all points t at 1 ms intervals. We
chose w=97 ms because 95 percent of inter-nuclei-cen-
ter durations are over 97 ms long. (Descriptive statis-
tics of inter-nuclei-center durations: n 8837, mean 289
ms, s.d. 223 ms, min 17 ms, max 1810 ms.)

(2) Gaussian smoothing. Window rate 1 frame.  Window
width 4 standard deviations, 49 ms, approximately half
of mean nuclei duration. (Descriptive statistics of mean
nuclei durations: n 8837, mean 101 ms, s.d. 60 ms,
min 1 ms, max 490 ms.)

(3) Peak detection.  Identify local maxima.  Window rate
half of window width.  Window width 30 ms, approxi-
mately half of window width in step (2).

Figure 2 shows, from bottom to top, unsmoothed sonority,
isotonically smoothed sonority, gaussian-smoothed sonor-
ity with peaks shown as vertical line segments, and hand-
labeled nuclei locations.

2.4  SONORITY ESTIMATION ACCURACY

Sonority peaks with low peak values are inappropriate, as
they are affected by background noise.  Peaks values be-

Figure 1. Scatter plot of hand-labeled vs. estimated sonor-
ity values. Hand-labeled sonority takes integer values be-
cause they are rank-ordered. Estimated sonority values are
continuous. Number of phones = 29250. Correlation = 0.79.
Red circle: mean. Up and down blue arrows: +/- 1 stan-
dard deviation from mean.
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 threshold of 8 are removed.  This value is motivated
 fact that vowels have hand-labeled sonority values

greater than 8.  Identification accuracy is defined as
s:

curacy = ( c - ( n + o + p ) ) / c * 100 (2)
number of correctly identified nuclei
number of nuclei not identified (false negatives)
number of nuclei identified more than once (over-
generated positives)
number of non-nuclei identified as nuclei (false
positives)

i identification results on a test set of 1740 nuclei
c=1262, n=450, o=28, p=182 for an accuracy rate of
rcent.

PEECH RATE ESTIMATION ACCURACY

efine speech rate as the number of nuclei per unit
where time includes leading and trailing silence in
terance to simulate running speech conditions.  Esti-
 speech rate was 84 percent of the true value.  Table

ws the details of hand-labeled vs. estimated speech

value:
uclei per second per utterance: min 0.13, max

14.40,
mean 3.02, s.d. 1.48

uclei per second in corpus: 2.85

ated value:
uclei per second per utterance: min 0.13, max 12.2,

mean 2.53, s.d. 1.28
uclei per second in corpus: 2.38

ation accuracy (percent):
r utterance:  min 20, max 100, mean 82.49, s.d.
12.02

orpus: 83.51

 2. Speech rate (defined as nuclei per second) esti-
n accuracy.

ethod may allow observing dynamic changes in
h rate so that prosodic and segmental effects with
ds to speech rate might be differentiated automati-

eason why speech rate is estimated more accurately
uclei position is because, on the one hand, nuclei

ons were determined as points in time (i.e., one speech
), while on the other hand, speech rate is determined
unting the number of nuclei in the utterance.  In fig-
 for instance, the word "breakthrough" contains nu-
t 3300 and 3600 ms.  Our method found two



Figure 2. Estimated sonority, peaks and nuclei locations of the utterance “As a result, there seems little hope of a break-
through on any front in the Russia Chechnya dispute.” From bottom to top: (1) sonority estimated using MLR weights and
5-band power measurements, (2) (1) after isotonic smoothing (window 97 ms), (3) (2) after gaussian smoothing (window
49 ms) and its local maxima shown as vertical line segments, (4) hand-labeled nuclei locations shown as upward pulses.
Horizontal axis is time in ms.

0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 [ms]
prominent sonority peaks but they were located before the
hand-labeled nucleic phones. Thus nuclei identification ac-
curacy suffered but speech rate estimation did not. The
offsetting of nuclei deserves further study as stressed syl-
lables sometimes exhibit higher acoustic energy in the onset
than in the nucleus.

3  CONCLUSION

We described a method based purely on acoustic features
to automatically identify nuclei and estimate speech rate.
Although accuracy is substantially less than sophisticated
speech recognition systems, our simple algorithm lends
itself to near-realtime use in small footprint devices, and
is expected to be readily portable to languages other than
English.
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